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I graduated from VCE in 2018 with a 96.40 ATAR and a raw 46 in English. During 

school, I was one of those “humanities students”, specialising in subjects such as 

English, Politics, Literature, and LOTE. So, by the time my final exams were over, my 

hand was practically broken, and my brain was heavily trained in the ability to 

consume texts, form my own opinions, and communicate them in written form. 





I’m so glad that you’re studying Rear Window! It’s not often throughout our 

schooling that we have the opportunity to study a film, let alone a nail-biting 

murder thriller created by the ‘master of suspense’ himself, Alfred Hitchcock. 

Despite its confined setting and seemingly terrestrial and ordinary subject matter, 

Rear Window covers a plethora of themes and social issues that remain relevant in 

this day and age – despite the fact it was released way back in 1954! The film is one 

to be enjoyed for both its main plot, detailing the gripping Thorwald murder 

mystery, and its underlying commentary on post-War 1950s social mores.



So, stick with me if you’d like to learn all about this incredible text!



- Matthew Femia

Start Here
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Here we go! 



Below is a ‘crash course’ on the main events in Rear Window. Read this before you 

start studying the film to ensure you have all the important plot points down pat. 



The film opens with a glimpse into the Greenwich Village apartment of international 

action photographer L.B. “Jeff” Jefferies in the time after his accident on a 

racetrack, which broke his leg and relegated him to a wheelchair in a cast for eight 

weeks. Passionate for his action-packed, dangerous lifestyle, Jefferies struggles 

through the boredom and isolation that comes with his broken leg. Since his model 

and fashion-editor girlfriend, Lisa Freemont, can only keep him company during the 

evenings, Jeff becomes infatuated with his only form of entertainment when he’s 

alone – spying on his neighbours through his ‘rear window’ that looks into the small 

courtyard.  



Nutshell Summary
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He becomes extremely familiar with his neighbours from afar, giving them each a 

nickname and personality. There’s Miss Torso: the “prima donna girl” ballerina who’s 

constantly entertaining a party of men. There’s Lars Thorwald: the jewellery 

salesman who constantly has to care for his sick wife. Then, there’s Miss 

Lonelyhearts: the romantic who’s been unsuccessful in her search for a husband.










Speaking of settling down, we learn of Jefferies’ lack of a desire to marry Lisa, 

despite theirpassionate love for each other and the encouragement of his  

insurance-company nurse,Stella. The pair are ‘star-crossed lovers’ with 

fundamentally different lifestyles that seem toprohibit them from ever marrying


and cohabiting.



Between his long discussions with Lisa and brief morning visits from Nurse Stella, 

Jeff noticessome particularly strange behaviour through the windows of the 

Thorwalds’ apartment. MrsThorwald disappears and Jeff notices her husband , Lars 

Thorwald, making several midnight trips to and from his apartment, carrying a large 

silver briefcase. Jeff hypothesises aboutthe possibilities, narrowing it down to 

Thorwald having “murdered the missus”. Althoughthey criticise Jeff’s voyeurism at 

first, both Stella and Lisa become involved in Jeff’s ferventsuperstitions.



Jeff’s policeman friend, Det. Lt. Doyle, also becomes involved in the ‘case’, but he’s 

not so easily convinced about Jeff’s story. Doyle disapproves of Jefferies’amateur 

‘detective work’ and conducts his own investigations that temporarily proveJeff’s 

accusations false. However, once the evidence starts to pile up, it becomes amost
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impossible for Doyle to ignore the case any longer.  













Jefferies starts to employ some tricks against Thorwald so that more tangible 

evidencecan be seized. He starts by delivering a letter accusing Thorwald of 

murdering his wife, to which Thorwald reacts suspiciously. Jeff calls Thorwald, 

threatening to call the police if Lars doesn’t meet him at a nearby bar. Thorwald 

complies and Lisa’s able to sneak into hisapartment to snatch up some evidence 

while Lars and Jeff are meeting at the bar. Jeff’s plan quickly ‘goes south’ when 

Thorwaldreturns from the bar rendezvous and acts violently towards Lisa. Jeff 

summons the police, and they arrive just in time. Through the window, Lisa signals 

to Jeff (who is watching from his window from across the way) that she’s wearing 

Mrs Thorwald’s wedding ring, butunfortunately, Thorwald sees this exchange.



Thorwald then ambushes Jeff, who’s alone in his apartment and trapped in his 

wheelchair,and pushes him out the window. The policemiraculously catch Jeff as 

he falls to the ground below, whilst also catching Thorwald - who confesses to 

everything.



Afterwards, Jefferies naps in his wheelchair - both legs now in casts - while Lisa 

looks onwith a smile of contentment. 
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Before we begin studying Rear Window, it’s important to be aware of the 

treacheroussocial conditions pervading America during the 1950s, societal norms 

and traditions, andthe general views and values of the film’s director, Alfred 

Hitchcock. In knowing these things, we can beaware of what inspired Hitchcock to 

construct the Rear Window in the way that he did, and whathe was really trying to 

portray and communicate through the film.




1950s America

Rear Window was released in 1954, right in the middle of the post-War era which 

wascharacterised by both a great ‘boom’ in economic prosperity and a pervasive 

feeling ofsuspicion among Americans. 



Having struggled through two World Wars, with The Great Depression ending only 

15 yearsearlier, the people of 1950s America were celebrating their prosperous 

economy. The possible catalyst of the big ‘boom’ of the 1950s was the ‘boom’ in 

births, now attributed to men returning home from war and the confidence that the 

future was free fromthe uncertainty and violence they had just endured. This baby 

‘boom’ began in 1946, when over 3.4million babies were born – a record-breaking 

statistic. 



Thanks to a rapid increase in gross domestic product (GDP) from $200 billion to 

over $500billion in a fifteen-year period, Americans had more money to spend on 

luxuries such asclothing, shoes, cars, etc. Following the severe rationing of even 

bare essentials like sugar and milk, the availability of consumer goods in the 

post-War period was fantastic and Americanswanted to take advantage of the 

abundance. Whilst only constituting 6% of the world’spopulation, America

Background Information
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consumed around a third of all goods and services worldwide. This risein 

consumerism saw an ecomomic, detail-oriented shift: wanting the best car 

available, theperfect-coloured red dress, the finest watch available in New York. 



With peace and freedom at the forefront of the American psyche, the nation was 

adamantabout ensuring that their thriving capitalist, free-market and 

consumerist economic systemwould be in good stead for the foreseeable future. 



Thus, there was a real fear that communism (a theory and a system considered 

tobe at odds with the American way of life) would infiltrate and infect their 

country.This bitterness against communism as a whole was also fuelled by a 

miniscule number ofactive communists in American during the War who had been 

found to be spying for the SovietUnion, enemies of the United States. This 

suspicion sparked a campaign to expose suspectedcommunists - often using 

fabricated or insufficient evidence – and this phenomenon was dubbed 

‘McCarthyism’, named after a primary actor in the tribunal, Senator 

JosephMcCarthy. The campaign ruined the lives of thousands of entirely innocent 

individuals, andthese individuals were usually punished simply for holding slightly 

left-of-centre views orassociating with somebody with such views. Punishments 

ranged from termination of employmentto prison time for contempt. 




Traditional American Values

As people living in the 21st century, it’s often hard for us to relate to societies of the 

past.There are different values, traditions and social norms that characterise each 

era respectively.So, when looking at Rear Window, we need to understand the 

overall zeitgeist of the 1950s– the time in which the film is set – to be able to make 

judgments and analyse the actions,statements and qualities of each character. 
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The Traditional, Nuclear Family


Some historians say that the 1950s was a decade of stabilisation - a period of 

normality where  Americans could finally enjoy a sense of routine and security 

following two gruellingwars and the Great Depression. Juxtaposed with the 

financial hardship that was a principalcharacteristic of the prior 25 years, the 

economic prosperity of the 1950s provided peoplewith a sense of relief that 

allowed people to enjoy their security and maintain the statusquo.



A way of doing this, simply put, was for the men to return to the factories after 

returningfrom war, and for the women to become housewives and take care of the 

children. Theincreasing economic prosperity of the era allowed for a single 

breadwinner per householdcompared to the dominant dual breadwinner model of 

the 1930s and 1940s. Unlike today,where every family is unique, the vast majority 

of Americans at the time decided to conformto this system - requiring that women 

bare children and perform merely domestic duties, andrequiring that men work 

classic ‘nine-‘till-five’ jobs and take the sole financial responsibility of providing for 

their families. This overwhelmingly common familial structureremained in place for 

many decades after. 




The Institution of Marriage


The familial structure that dominated 1950s America was considered to be held 

togetherby athe bond of marriage. An institution rather than just another societal 

aspect – as it isarguably considered today – marriage was then considered to be a 

fundamental building blockof the seemingly successful and prosperous American 

society of the 1950s.



In terms of the moral codes and ethics of the time, it was essential for a man and a 

womanliving together (especially with children) to be married. Pre-marital sex and 

cohabitation werestrictly frowned upon and could be a source of severe social 

exclusion, especially for women.Such social exclusion could also come from the 
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state of simply not being married by acertain age – remaining unmarried by your 

mid-twenties could have caused people to question yourheterosexuality, or even 

your overall morality!



Divorce, which has become extremely common practice in the twenty-first 

century... 

Because this is a sample, 
we’re goingto skip some 

pages and show youbits of 
the best content from our


A Killer Text Guide: Rear 
Window ebook!
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I approach this essay topic brainstorm by splitting up two of the core concepts, 

power and agency, and then evaluating both Lisa and Jeff in relation to the 

concepts themselves. For example, under power > Lisa, I simply scribble down how 

powerful I think Lisa is in the text, especially in relation to Jeff. Under agency, I did 

the same. Below is how I’d normally lay out my brainstorm - in dot point form. 

Firstly, I simply  write everything I can possibly think of, so I can get all the ideas

 




 Analyse (from the ‘THINK’ strategy in How To Write A Killer Text 

Response)



          In the society presented in Rear Window, Jeff has more power and agency 


          than Lisa in spite of his injury.’ Do you agree?



I find this an interesting prompt because while you can categorise it as a 

character-based prompt (focus on Jeff and Lisa), it could as easily be categorised 

as a theme-based prompt (society, power, agency). This leads me to think that I 

need to strike the balance between discussion of characters/themes. 



 Brainstorm

2. Character-based prompt (Type #2)



Step 1:

Step 2:
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down on paper. Then, it’s easier for me when it comes to planning my paragraphs 

because I can select all of the best ideas, arguments and examples. 
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Because this is a sample, 
we’re goingto skip some 

pages and show youbits of 
the best content from our


A Killer Text Guide: Rear 
Window ebook!
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Inverting traditional gender-based characteristics within the pair’s relationship, 

Jeff’s injuries cause deep frustration, restriction, and impotence which become

          





Delineating the pervasive mood of suspicion and social change in the American 

post-War era, Alfred Hitchcock’s Rear Window portrays a plethora of individuals 

living in ways that contradict the status quo (1). Serving as a woman contravening 

rigid patriarchal social norms, Lisa, in fact, wields slightly more power and agency 

than L.B. Jefferies due to a range of factors, including Jeff’s broken leg. Jeff’s injury 

creates an inversion of the traditional male and female physical and spatial 

characteristics within the relationship, highlighting Lisa’s agency and freedom in 

the face of Jeff’s restriction, frustration, and impotence. Furthermore, Lisa’s 

burgeoning success in the fashion industry means that she mixes in prestigious 

circles and constitutes a member of the upper class, surpassing Jeff in the 

capital-centric social hierarchy (2). However, 1950s American social mores 

indubitably uphold patriarchal dominance, granting Jeff privilege and respect that 

is not often afforded to women of any status, including Lisa (3).




Character-based A+Essay
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increasingly apparent when juxtaposed with Lisa’s seemingly endless freedom and 

agency (4).  Although American social norms assigned physical dominance, 

strength, and freedom in the public sphere to the male within a relationship, 

Hitchcock challenges such assumptions by emasculating Jeff through his 

relegation to a wheelchair and freeing Lisa from the domestic role and submissive 

nature traditionally expected of a woman at the time. The first scenes in which Lisa 

appears immediately highlight such power dynamics. As Lisa arrives in Jeff’s 

Greenwich Village apartment on the first day of the film, Hitchcock establishes her 

dominance as she appears as a menacing shadow over Jeff as he sleeps, leaning in 

to kiss him from above. Utilising the Kuleshov effect (4), Hitchcock depicts Lisa 

from low-angle shots, which highlight one’s size and power, and depicts Jeff from 

high-angle shots, which highlight the opposite: meekness and impotence. Jeff’s 

frustration and restriction becomes further pronounced as he is unable to pop the 

cork of the champagne Lisa has delivered along with their extravagant lobster 

dinner. The bottle serves as both a clear demonstration of Jeff’s helplessness as he 

struggles to pop...



Rated 5 stars across all students
*****


	•	Learn how to brainstorm ANY essay topic 

and plan your essay so you answer the topic 

accurately (no more going off-topic!)
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your goals quicker
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Order this ebook to unlock the 
remaining chapters!

Click here to 

order now and get instant access - $25

Sign up and access online on our ereader platform when you purchase. Ebook not available in PDF or hard copy formats.

Comes with a 30-day money back guarantee!

 Leila



The essay examples are fantastic! I’ve never 
seen a company break down essays the way 

Lisa’s Study Guides does. Highly recommend!

Jacob



Stoked this came out just in time for my SAC! 
There’s a lot my teacher didn’t cover so luckily 

I got my hands on this!
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